
 

Letter 
Content: Presents a fresh, original idea by focusing on an idea, feeling, or experience. Uses specific 
and concrete images. 
Organisation: Uses a logical, effective organisational flow. The letter uses words and form to 
interpret ideas creatively and effectively. 
Word choice: Precise, original expressions with fresh words which create vivid images. 
 
Letter to The Prophet 
Assalamu Alaikum, O dearest of beings to the heavens and the earth. 
 
Today’s world is one of increasing confusion, 
Our old community has mixed with new society; a wild blend of strange fusions, 
People call themselves Muslims; and yet, its the West they portray, 
Not the simplicity and peace that Islam was, in your days, 
 
Islam, the fastest growing religion, brings reverts all over the world, 
And yet— it feels as though ever more of us are in the dunya immersed, 
Our first priorities include not as much, the five daily prayers and Quran, 
Instead, it dominates work, wealth, and money; just gaining as much as you can, 
 
Mosques have spread far and wide, everywhere across the world, 
But less and less Muslims travel there now, to pray at their first prayer home, 
An important pillar; Zakah; matters less then the extra you can gain, 
And Salah is delayed further as possible; yet fun is never abstained, 
 
Some ‘Muslims’ have lost all identity, all they have is their name, 
While others don a facade of Islam — and yet they are just the same, 
Hypocrites abound all about the place; but they are the ones who are praised, 
And the Muslims who hold true faith in their hearts; are the ones unfairly razed, 
 
War, poverty, famine, drought; so many problems hurt our lands, 
So many despots and tyrants rule the world; so many lies in their hands, 
We have fallen sadly into ruin; have lost all our prestige, 
Now we are just remnants of a great empire; just pieces of broken vestige, 
 
Dear Prophet, I wish you were here with us now,  
How would you feel seeing the state of the world around? 
The world has fallen once again; into Jahilliya (ignorance) and decay, 
But if you were to come once more, then Islam would surely rise to lead the way, 
 
And —not all is doom and gloom nowadays, 
Many beautiful stories still arise, within Islam’s waves, 
If anything — Islam has spread more and ever before, 
And it’s wonderful truths are finally unfolding; becoming known to all, 
 
Magnificent mosques do flourish everywhere, glorifying the praise of Allah, 
Charity organisations sprout across countless continents, all to help our dunya, 
The Athan rings far and wide over different countries; louder then ever a bell can be, 
And the Hajji’s praise of Allah “Labayk!” resounds Allah’s decree, 
 
Yes, bad does still ring the world; but our religion’s light still shines high, 



 

Dispelling all evil, darkness, shadows; revealing Allah’s message’s full light, 
Without you, O Messenger, we would be all lost, 
And so— 
Assalamu Alaikum o dearest Prophet, peace upon you be, 
You are the wonderfullest being on earth; it is you who helped spread this serenity… 
 
Islam, our deen. 
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